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1. Introduction.

R. L. Bishop and B. O'Neill [1] constructed a wide class of Riemannian
manifolds of negative curvature by warped product using convex functions. For
two Riemannian manifolds B and F, a warped product is denoted by BXjF,
where / is a positive C°°-function on B. Concerning with the Riemannian mani-
folds satisfying R{X, Y) R=0, S. Tanno (cf. [6]) proved

THEOREM A. Let F be a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature ifrgO.
Let En be an n-dimensional Euclidean space and let f be a positive Cω-functιon
on En. On a warped product EnXfF, assume that

(i) the condition (*) R(X, Y) R=0 is satisfied, and

(ii) the scalar curvature is constant.

Then EnxfF is locally symmetric.

H. Takagi (cf. [4]) proved

THEOREM B. Let F be a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature K^O.
Let En be an n-dimensional Euclidean space. On a warped product ExfF, assume
that

(i) it is homogeneous, or

(ii) 7^=0,

where Rλ denotes the Ricci tensor of EnxfF. Then EnxfF is locally symmetric.

In this note, we shall construct more wider class of Riemannian manifolds
than those of R. L. Bishop and B. O'Neill by considering / as a positive C°°-
function on BxF formally in their definition. And we shall give some examples
of Riemannian manifolds of the form EnxfE

1 such that
(i) complete and irreducible,

(ii) the condition (*) R(X, Y)>R=0 is satisfied and IRφO,

(iii) the scalar curvature is constant and negative.
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2. Preliminaries.

Let (B, φ) and (F, ώ) be Riemannian manifolds and / be a positive C°°-func-
tion on BxF. Consider the product manifold M=BxF with its projections
π: BxF-^B and η: BxF->F. Let (M, g) be the Riemannian manifold furnished
with the Riemannian structure such that

(2.1) g(X, Y)=φ(π*X, π*Y)+fω(V*X, η*Y),

for any tangent vectors X and Y on M.

We shall prove

PROPOSITION 2.1. In BxfF, if there exist continuous functions C(x) and D(x)
on B such that

(2.2) 0<C(x)^f(x, p)^D(x)<oo , for any

then, BxfF is complete if and only if (B, φ) and (F, ω) are complete.

Proof. We assume that BxfF is complete. Then a Cauchy sequence in
(B, φ) imbeds in a horizontal leaf, Bx{p}f p<^F, as a Cauchy sequence, and
hence converges. Next, let {qt} be a Cauchy sequence in (F, ώ). Then by (2.2)
we have d{q%9q3)^D{x)d2{q%Jq3\ for each x^B. Where by d, dlf d2 we denote
the distance functions on BχfF, (B, φ), (F, ώ), respectively. Thus, it is also a
Cauchy sequence in (M, g) and hence converges in M. Thus, it converges also
in F. Conversely, we assume that (B, φ) and (F, ώ) are both complete. Let {wj
be a Cauchy sequence in (M, g), where mi=(xl1 pj, i = l , 2,—. Let a%3 be a
curve from m% to m̂  in M having length at most 2d(mu m3), where extj(0)=mtt

aιj(ϊ)=mJ. We can assume that all projections πoa%3 lie in a compact region
Ω in B. By (2.1) we get

(2.3) L(α»,)=J] Vgida^/dt, daτj/dt) dt

=J Vφ(dπoatj/dt, dπoatj/dt)+f2ω(d^oatj/dtt dηoaτj/dt) dt

And we have C(x)^c>0 on «Ω where c is constant. Thus, from (2.2), we have

(2.4) f(x,p)^c>0 onΩxF.

From (2.3) and (2.4), we have

ίi
Vω(dηoatj/dt, dηoatj/dt) dt

o

Thus, we have
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(2.5)

Thus, {pi\ is a Cauchy sequence in (F, ω) and hence converges. Of course,
converges in B. Thus {mi=(xu pt)} converges in M.

3. Some examples.

Example 1. (M3, g)=E2XfE
1 /=Cj exp ( V 1 1 ^ * ) ^ - ^ exp ( - V^ST^O, *=

(cosw)w+(—sin M/)ι/, where (w, f, w) is a canonical coordinate system on E2xE1,
and cx, c2t S are certain real numbers, c^Q, c2^0, S<0.

For the above Riemannian manifold (M3, g), we put

(3.1) Eΐ

(—sin w)(d/dv),

w)(d/dv).

Then, (£*) is a global orthonormal frame field on M3, and, with respect to this
frame, we get

(3.2) Bt%J=0, Bt%J=0, Bfu=l/f,

Bΐ „=( V-S/2 /f)(Cl exp (V-S/2 t)-c2 exp (- V-S/2 0)

where VEi*Ef= Σ Sf >*£?.

Moreover, we get

(3.3) #(£?, EΪ)=(S/2)EfΛEf,

R(Ef,Et)=O, R(E},Ef)=0.

From (3.2) and (3.3), we see that (M\ g) is irreducible and satisfies

By the definition of /, we get

(3.4) (^+c2) exp ( - V^7

on M3. From (3.4) and proposition 2.1, we see that (M3, g) is complete. By

(3.3), the scalar curvature of (M3, g) is S.

Example 2.

(M 4,^ ) = F 3 X / F 1 ;

/-exp(V : : :S72"(((2/3) cos*+l/3)κ+((-l/3) cosz+(l/V3) sinz+l/3)v

+((-1/3) cos z + ( - l / V3) sin
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where (w, v, w, z) is a canonical coordinate system on £ 3 x £ \ and S is a nega
tive number.

For the above Riemannian manifold (M4, g), we put

(3.5) Ef=[l/f)(d/dz),

£a*=((2/3) cos z+l/3)(3/3*0

+((-1/3) cos 2+(l/ V3) sin z+l/3)(3/3ι>)

+((-1/3) cos * + ( - l / V3) sin Z+1/3)(3/3M;) ,

£3*=((-l/3) cos 2r+(-l/ Λ/3 ) sin z+lβ)(d/du)

+((2/3)coss+l/3)(3/3ι/)

+((-1/3) cos z+(l/ V3) sin Z+1/3)(3/3M/) ,

£*=((-l/3) cos z+(l/ V3) sin *+l/3)(3/3iO

+ ((-1/3) cos 2 + ( - l / V3) sin z+l/Z)(β/dυ)

+((2/3)COS2+1/3)(3/3M;).

Then, (£*) is a global orthonormal frame field on M4, and with respect to this
frame, we get

(3.6) £3* »,=0, Bt l i ==0, 2̂* t J = 0 , Bf 3 2 — ( 1 / V3/),

Bf .4=(1/ V3/), Bf 42=(1/ V3/), Bf „ = V=S/2,

5f i=βf 4i-0 , where 7 ^ B*= Σχ βf , ̂ f .

Moreover, we get

(3.7) R(Et,Et)=(S/2)EfΛEt,

R(Ef, Ef)=0 , R(Ef, Ef)=0 , /?(£?, Ef)=0 ,

From (3.6) and (3.7), we see that (M4, g) is irreducible and satisfies R(X, Y) R

=0, Vi?^0.
By the definition of /, we get

(3.8) exp (-(2/3)( V-S/2)( Vu2+v2+w2-uv-~vw-wu+(l/S)(u+v+w)))

-S/2)( Vu2+v2+w2-uv-vw-wu+(l/3)(u+v+w))),

on M4.
From (3.8) and proposition 2.1, we see that (M4, g) is complete. By (3.7),

the scalar curvature of (M4, g) is S.
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Remark. Recently, H. Takagi [5] has showed that these Riemannian mani-
folds are curvature-homogenous but non-homogenous.
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